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New Psa seasonal management guide
The Psa-V Seasonal Management Wall Chart 2022-23 is out now.
The wall chart outlines how to use cultural methods and a
protective spray programme year-round to reduce risk onorchard. A key feature is the KVH Recommended Product List,
which sets out the upcoming seasons approved products for
protection against Psa, their year-round application rates, reapplication timings, and permitted use periods.
Read more here.

Annual Update out now
The 2021/22 KVH Annual Update is out now, detailing KVH’s key
activities over the last 12 months, including research and
readiness activities in preparation for some of the biggest threats
to kiwifruit, and the work we do in partnership to increase our
industry’s biosecurity resilience.
The new Pathway Management Plan features, simplifying what
you need to know about meeting the requirements of the plan.
Read more here.

New daily weather and disease reports
The KVH Weather & Disease portal now offers a daily email report
service for weather and Psa risk information, sent directly to your
inbox. These reports are tailored for kiwifruit growers to help
assess weather and disease risk information and come in a
convenient PDF that you can forward on to your team members,
view them on your phone, or print them out.
Read more here.

The KVH Snapshot provides you with brief biosecurity messages that you can
reproduce and share. Contact lisa.gibbison@kvh.org.nz for more information
related to the topics listed, or to remove/add addresses to the Snapshot distribution list.
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Online tool for
interpreting risk

The online kiwifruit Psa monthly comparison tool gives an
indication of the monthly Psa infection risk pressure in
comparison to previous seasons and times of the year.
Found within the Psa Risk Model, this functionality calculates
an R-index for each day, which represents the daily infection
risk for the environmental conditions that day.
Read more here.

Stepping up
protections against
foot and mouth
disease

Measures to further protect New Zealand’s economy from foot
and mouth disease (FMD) continue, with a focus on
strengthening our national biosecurity settings.
Biosecurity New Zealand is now using foot mats with
disinfecting chemicals for arrivals from Indonesia to step onto
in a trial to help ensure their footwear is clean of the virus.
There are several other recent measures introduced too.
Read more here.

Traceability will be
key in any response

The measures and increased awareness of FMD remind us all
of the importance of always having good biosecurity practices
in place – specifically traceability. The speed of dealing with
any outbreak of FMD would rely heavily on traceability, as
would an outbreak or incursion affecting our industry.
Read more here.

Early signs of Psa
reported

Early August KVH received reports of Psa exudate from a
young Red19 block in Kerikeri and an Edgecumbe Gold3 site
where exudate was associated with plants that had deep
unhealed girdles. These early signs indicated sap rising and
provided a heads up for growers that there is value in
monitoring their high-risk Psa areas for early symptoms.
Read more here.

Are you a biosecurity
quizmaster?

KVH was a proud supporter of the Bay of Plenty Young Grower
event and provided a biosecurity quiz to the eight competitors
on the day - see the quiz put to each of them (who delighted
us with their biosecurity knowledge) and test yourself!
Read more here.
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Hear about the future of food
Ian Proudfoot joined Chief Executive of Plant & Food Research (PFR),
David Hughes a few weeks ago to discuss during a podcast that how we
grow, buy, eat, and even value our food is changing. It's interesting from
a grower and consumer perspective to hear how different technologies
and approaches can help create a sustainable, resilient food system.
Read more and listen to the podcast here.

Wanganui workshops
KVH recently travelled to Wanganui to catch up with growers, new
orchard owners and key orchard staff to talk more about the new
Pathway Management Plan and its role in protecting our industry’s
orchard investments. We highlighted the simple things that everyone can
do daily to reduce risk and all growers built their own biosecurity plans,
bouncing ideas off each other throughout the workshop.
Read more here.

Going native to rein in invasive species
Residents in Pennsylvania, USA are planting native plant species to rein in
the impacts of Spotted Lanternfly (SLF). Residents are supporting local
businesses, avoiding overseas shipments (that may bring further unwanted
insects) and planting native species to reduce the invasion of SLF and the
damage it causes - which is why it is one of Kiwifruit's Most Unwanted.
Read more here.

